Make us feel wanted:
Follow @globusonline on Twitter
...and Like us on Facebook
Contest Winners!
Winner:
Shreyas Cholia, NERSC

Excerpt from submission: "At NERSC we are using Globus Online as a data archival service. It makes the process of backing up or retrieving data very straightforward, and allows users to perform these tasks using a familiar file-browser idiom."
Excerpt from submission: "My vision for Globus Online would be for it to be the central, controlling part of how scientists access and manage all their data -- in short, a virtual filesystem that provides access to every single piece of data a researcher might need to do her work."
• THANK YOU to everyone who submitted a story!

• We’ll be featuring “Users of the Month” on the new site (with incentives) – so keep sending us your usage stories!
Our winner moved (in 17 hrs):

228.13 TB
533,062 Files

Thank you, Zach Miller!
• THANK YOU to everyone who participated by moving data this week!

• We will be tracking data movement stats and recognizing Big Movers on the site – so keep on moving your data with GO!